ABSTRACT This paper describes a number of approaches to the development of more intelligent and more adaptable software. The paper introduces the notion of re ection and surveys two major styles: task and programming re ection. The paper then introduces a new form, viz operational re ection, based on the integration of these styles. This form of re ection is applied to cooperative environments and enables local database systems to be surrounded by a layer of metalevel software. This is used to capture domain and operational knowledge, and to describe, at least in part, remote systems and to monitor task-oriented activities. Thus we can turn a set of discrete database systems into a cooperative environment.
1. Introduction
Intelligence in Information Systems
How often, when using an information system, do we ask ourselves: \I wonder why it did that?" or \How on earth did that happen?". Unfortunately, the questions are rhetorical. We do not have the answers, and none will be forthcoming from the system. But, surely, the power of any data or knowledge modelling system does not merely depend upon the immediate properties of its representational structures. It also depends upon how well such a system may represent and reason about its own structures and functionality. The capability of self-representation is known as re ection, and has been particularly successful in object-oriented settings. There, it has been employed as a novel methodology for constructing exible, large-scale complex systems such as (1) We might characterize this capacity as the ability of a system to stand back, take stock { and then take action. Re ection can be thought of as a three-step process that may be written programmatically as:
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Reflection == StandBack; TakeStock; TakeAction StandBack: For an information system to stand back requires that it be able to recognize when something untoward is happening. To be able to understand this step, it is best to think of the system as being in two parts: (1) there is the application system, and (2) there is some kind of higher or meta-level, to which, perhaps, the application may appeal when in trouble. There are three parts to the overall system: (i) There is the application domain { the universe of discourse.
(ii) There is the application system { the information system that contains knowledge (facts and rules) about the application domain. (iii) There is the metalevel, consisting of knowledge about the application system. This is an over-simpli ed view of the situation, one suggesting that the distinction between the application and the metalevel is clear and clean.
TakeStock: For an information system to take stock (of some di culties it is encountering) requires that it have some self-representation. In particular, we would expect the meta-level to have some model of the application system. This would not be a complete model or copy { otherwise the meta-level would only be able to repeat the actions of the application. Rather, it will be a model of whatever aspects of the application that the metalevel has been designed to control. It might be the tasks that the application performs and its limitations in performing these tasks. The di erent kinds of model that a meta-level might have will determine the di erent usages that we might make of re ection.
TakeAction: For an information system to take action requires that there be some kind of causal connection whereby changes in the meta-model or selfrepresentation cause changes to the application system.
Such a re ective procedure leads to the separation of domain knowledge from control knowledge 7] . Domain knowledge is what a system knows of its domain, and is encoded within the application system. Control knowledge is how that knowledge is or should be applied, and is encoded in the metalevel.
Accordingly, the major characteristics of a re ective system are:
The clear separation of domain knowledge from control knowledge 7] . The explicit representation of that knowledge. In a database system, we would say that (roughly speaking) the domain knowledge is encoded by the applications programmer following speci cations of end-user knowledge captured by a systems analyst; and the control knowledge is supplied, in a domain-independent way, by the database management system, using its knowledge of internal data structures to optimize the retrieval of data. There are two major reasons for explicitly representing control knowledge 11]:
A system with separate representations is simply easier to build, debug and develop.
The system is then able to explain why it took the actions it did, why it used domain knowledge in a particular way.
Uses of Re ection
Given an object-oriented information system, why might we choose to re ect upon a particular object within that system? We might want to know about:
Its behaviour: If we have a high-level view of the kind of behaviour that an object may exhibit then we will have a clearer idea of what the application is trying to achieve.
Its location: If we know how and where an object (attributes and methods) resides then we can materialize a distributed object.
Its activity: If we know how and where an object is currently being used, then we can schedule resources, handle transactions and resolve con icting requests.
Its history: If we are aware of patterns of usage (for example, method invocation) then we may be able to optimize performance.
Its availability: If we know which users are allowed access to the object, what kind of access they are allowed, and at what times, then we can decide about authorization and/or security requirements. With conventional (relational) database systems, there is a component of the metalevel known as the schema or the data dictionary. Depending on the particular product used, a greater or lesser amount of information may be revealed, such as the tables involved, the columns in each table, indexes de ned on tables, and so on. Two comments may be made:
(i) The information is just a regurgitation of the DDL statements that generated it. (ii) Only the structure of the metalevel is made available, not its behaviour.
The user has no way of knowing exactly what metalevel procedures are carried out, nor any way of varying these procedures. No matter how extensively the metalevel is revealed, the system is essentially static. Furthermore, it is not extensible, that is, it is not able to be altered (ie, specialised) to suit the needs of individual users or groups of users.
In a database system, where much of the control knowledge is provided by the DBMS, and that DBMS is a commercial product, we are very unlikely to have anything other than rudimentary exposure to this knowledge, far less to alter or to add to it. This may change with the further development of object-oriented database management systems with an explicit metalevel and the ability to specialise its metaclasses to suit particular needs, and thus to override or modify the standard behaviour of the product involved.
In object-oriented database systems re ection provides explicit mechanisms for expressing user-speci ed policies and requirements within an object-oriented system. It o ers a clean adaptable interface through which users can customize systems according to their requirements. For instance, object-oriented database systems are rather rigid in their approach to modelling in that they attach to all objects originating from the same class a single set of semantics and properties. These limitations of object-oriented database systems may be overcome by the provision of appropriate metaobjects in addition to the conventional objects. In general, conventional objects may be interpreted as carriers of domain information, whereas metaobjects de ne the semantics of object actions and overall behaviour. For example, each object may have its own group of metaobjects which provide a set of descriptions and metaoperations that de ne the object's semantics.
Not only does re ection help in applying domain semantics, it can also be used to provide the means to alter the dynamic, run-time behaviour of a language. For example, the re ective language 3-KRS 20, 21] provides a meta-object per object. This meta-object is used to control the execution of messages that are sent to its referent object by dispatching an appropriate method. This facility can be used in situations where two objects originating from the same class may need to respond di erently to the same message. CLOS 16] is another object-oriented language that provides self-describing facilities whereby a collection of classes, the meta-object classes, represent all the major building-blocks of the language; see Section 2.3.3.
In the rst part of this paper we provide an overview of re ection as it is used in knowledge-based and programming language settings. In particular we discuss the following systems:
KADS and REFLECT because, together, they represent an attempt to provide a normative and re ective model for knowledge-based systems. CLOS, an object-oriented extension to Common Lisp, because it shows, while still within the framework for re ection just discussed, how an object-oriented meta-level can provide an extendible development tool.
The second part of the paper concentrates on the use of re ection as a means of achieving forms of cooperative processing. In particular, the work we report illustrates that we can transform, by means of re ection, a set of essentially passive and autonomous databases, located at a number of remote sites, into a group of cooperative processes. This paper describes a number of approaches to the development of more intelligent and more adaptable software, where such improvement is achieved by means of re ection. We begin by discussing what it means for an information system to be re ective, and some of the concepts and terminology involved. Two models are then surveyed: KADS(+REFLECT) and CLOS. These demonstrate two major styles: (1) knowledge re ection, and (2) programming re ection. We introduce a new re ective model based on the integration of the two approaches, and we show how this new model may be applied to the issues involving cooperation. Then we formalise aspects of the model.
Approaches to Re ection
2.1. KADS : (Knowledge Acquisition and Design System) 2.1.1. Overview KADS is a methodology for the development of knowledge-based systems (KBS) 4, 31] . It has its origins in the early 1980's when it was recognized that knowledgebased systems development lacked the kind of methodical approach that exists in conventional information systems development, characterized by the structured analysis school 10, 8] .
In the development of conventional database systems, it is common to create a number of di erent models, for example, data ow diagrams, pseudocode and entity-relationship diagrams. Each of these allows the developer to represent different aspects of the situation using the modelling technique that is best suited to describing that aspect. KADS captures expertise at the knowledge level by using various models. At the centre of KADS is the model of expertise. In this, there are four layers, each layer representing a certain kind of knowledge. The topmost of these is the strategy layer.
KADS : The Four-layer Model of Expertise
We focus here on the model of expertise, since it is this that distinguishes the development of a KBS from that of a conventional information system.
As discussed in the introduction, it is common, in knowledge-based systems, to distinguish between domain knowledge and control knowledge. The former refers to knowledge of the speci c universe of discourse. The latter to more generic knowledge about how to use domain knowledge.
The second principle behind KADS is that it is useful to further re ne the twolayer model of knowledge by distinguishing three di erent kinds of control knowledge. Thus we now have a four-layer model; see Figure 2 .
This architecture is in uenced by the work of Davis 7] and Clancey 6] on extensions of knowledge-based systems to meta-level speci cation and reasoning. In the following, we brie y describe each of these four layers. Domain Knowledge: The rst layer consists of knowledge that is speci c to the domain of the application. It is a theory of the domain written in a style that is independent of the particular manner of its use. (This would seem to be di cult to achieve, as the knowledge is presumably captured with certain problem-solving tasks in mind { otherwise why bother with it; ie, the domain knowledge represents a deliberate excision from a larger body of knowledge.) There are four epistemological primitives that may be used to build the theory.
Primitive Comments

Concept
Objects central to the expression of domain knowledge. In a hospital setting, these might include Patient Inference Knowledge: This is the rst layer of control knowledge. In it are placed a number of inference structures which are graphs that embed the basic inferences to made regarding the domain theory. Each node of an inference structure is called a knowledge source. Following the work of Clancey, 5] , there will be a limited number of these knowledge sources, and they will be generic rather than domainspeci c. Typical of these are assemble, match and decompose. The edges of the graph that meet at this node form the input(s) and output(s) of the basic inference to be made. Because these knowledge sources are generic, their input and output arguments are described in general terms called meta-classes, rather than in terms particular to the application domain. Meta-classes (which are not to be confused with the meta-classes of CLOS which is described in the next section) are merely role-names for these arguments. A domain-view is then used to map the metaclasses to the speci c domain concepts to be used.
Task Knowledge: This second layer of control knowledge describes how elementary inferences can be combined to achieve a certain goal. In KADS , tasks are speci ed in a procedural way (eg, in the form of structured English). A task is a xed strategy for achieving that goal. It can be thought of as one particular way of navigating an inference structure. Thus an inference structure may be used in a model-driven way or in a data-driven way; see 31]. Knowledge of tasks, their subtasks and how these sub-tasks are executed is expressed in terms of the associated inference structure, its knowledge sources and their meta-classes.
Strategic Knowledge: This third layer of control knowledge speci es the goals which are relevant to the solution of a particular problem (the previous layer determines how a goal may be achieved by using the task knowledge). The strategic knowledge must also cater for the failure of the tasks to produce a solution, and suggest a new approach or provide further information. Thus this layer monitors the execution of tasks. The strategic layer controls the task layer, which, in turn, applies inferences which use domain knowledge.
REFLECT : The Meta-level Architecture
The strategy layer of a KADS model is designated as that part of the KBS where the execution of tasks that will lead to problem-solving is controlled and directed. According to 31], however, most systems developed with KADS only use predetermined or xed task decomposition. Consequently, the strategy layer was felt to be ill-de ned, and it was the goal of REFLECT project 25] to determine the nature of this layer of the KADS architecture. Central to this project was the desire to make the strategy layer capable of reasoning about the knowledge-based system's competence to solve the problems it confronts.
This work is described in 3, 2, 25]. Strategic knowledge may be useful to the KBS in answering such self-imposed questions as: \Can I solve this problem?" \How do I explain my reasons?" \Is the current solution working out?" \How do I start looking for another solution?" \How can I cooperate with other problem solvers?" Such re ective reasoning should give rise to more exible and sensible application of the problem-solver's capabilities, taking into account its limitations. The relationship between a KBS and its domain or universe of discourse is shown in Figure 3 . A similar picture is provided by Figure 4 which shows the relationship between the re ective layer of a KBS and the rest of the KBS. This parallels the connection between the KBS and its UoD.
The REFLECT approach is based on the idea of enabling the problem solver to reason about its own competence. A conceptual model of the KBS is constructed, and this allows the meta-KBS to reason about the KBS, since the meta-KBS contains, e ectively, generic knowledge about knowledge-based systems. The meta-KBS is simply a knowledge-based system that knows about knowledge-based systems in general.
The following description of the meta-layers will perhaps clarify the REFLECT architecture.
Re ective Domain Knowledge: The task, inference and domain layers of the KBS are captured, in some way, in the re ective domain layer of the meta-KBS. Having a description of the nature of the KBS, the meta-KBS is now able to reason with this, thus enabling it to answer some of the questions mentioned earlier.
Re ective Task Knowledge: Re ective tasks centre on competence assessment and consequent attempts at improvement 25]. Figure 5 shows an example of a re ective task assess&improve which expresses these ideas procedurally. The meta-KBS e ectively re ects by means of the diagnose task and then acts upon its ndings by means of the repair task. The diagnose task is decomposed into two other tasks which analyze the KBS and interpret the ndings before passing these onto the repair task.
The apply task then makes modi cations to the KBS by means of knowledge sources in the inference layer. While it is the self-descriptive or re ective capabilities of CLOS that concern us here, to make the nature of the self-description clear, we will begin by looking at a simple application of CLOS. We will use the example of a simple hospital system. Classes: A class hierarchy is shown in Figure 6 . To the left of each class are listed its method(s), and to the right its attribute(s). Note that there are three di erent Print() methods.
We start by de ning a class for the top level of the hierarchy: Each patient object will have four slots:
(i) The PatientId slot is an external identi er (ie, for humans). Its initial value will be signalled through use of the initial argument key :id. (ii) The Name slot will provide the patient's name.
(iii) The DOB slot will contain the patient's date of birth.
(iv) The Drugs slot will indicate with which drugs, if any, the patient is receiving.
It is required to be of type list and will be initialized to the empty nil list. According to the patient hierarchy, there are two kinds of patient, in-patients who are admitted to a ward for further treatment, and out-patients who receive treatment and are charged accordingly. We may de ne in-patients as a subclass of Instantiation: There is a generic function Make-instance that may be used to create instances of a given class. However, the recommended practice, 15], is to de ne a constructor for each class:
(DeFun Make-patient (id name birthday) (Make-instance 'Patient :id id :called name :born birthday) )
We may instantiate a patient object:
(Make-patient 'Jim :id '12875 :called 'Jim :born '23-Jan-1965) An instance of type Patient is created and its slots initialized with the arguments supplied. By default, the patient is not receiving drugs. We could subsequently Admit() this person as an in-patient, and possibly note any allergies su ered. The state of this patient may be viewed in Figure 7 .
We have no single place where all patients are recorded. This problem may be solved by (1) introducing a data structure that keeps track of patients, and (2) de ning an after method on the making of patients.
(i) Keeping track of patients may be accomplished by keeping patient identi ers in a list structure which, initially, would be empty:
(defvar all-patients) (setf all-patients nil)
(ii) An after method is also de ned:
(DeFun Make-patient (id) :After (setf all-patients (adjoin id all-patients)) )
Now, every time a patient object is created, an entry is made in the list all-lifts. This method is invoked after the main method is nished. This is not enough. If we want to prevent the existence of two patients with the same id, then before we create a new patient object, we would want to check that there was no record of a patient with that id in all-patients. Rather than writing inline code to achieve this, we can de ne an appropriate before method.
(DeFun Make-patient (id) :Before (if (not (member id all-patients)) (error "A patient with this id already exists.") )
This method is invoked before the main Make-patient function. If a patient with the given id already exists then the entire operation is abandoned.
Methods: A function may be involved in several degrees of specialisation. We start by introducing a generic function.
DefGeneric Print (patient?) )
This function has a single untyped argument labeled patient?. Now we may specialise it for patients.
(DefMethod Print ((patient? patient)) (format t "Patient Id: A %" (PatientId patient?)) (format t "Name:
A %" (Name patient?)) (format t "DOB:
A %" (DOB patient?)) (format t "Drugs:
A %" (Drugs patient?)) )
We use this method to display information relevant to all kinds of patient. We may specialise the Print method so that after it prints the common details, and if the person is an in-patient, it prints information on allergies and the patient's ward.
(DefMethod Print ((patient? InPatient)) :After (format t "Allergies: A %" (Allergies patient?)) (format t "Ward:
A %" (Ward patient?)) ) When a generic function is applied to a particular object, the method(s) invoked follow a particular protocol 15, p50] . This is shown in Figure 8 . The particular methods invoked depend primarily upon the object's place, if any, in the associated class hierarchy. most speci c before method . . . least speci c before method most speci c primary method least speci c after method . . . most speci c after method The central Print method, which happens to apply to all kinds of patient, is invoked rst. Then, if the person is an in-patient, the corresponding after method is invoked.
The Metalevel
The metalevel may considered to be the CLOS interpreter. It accepts CLOS commands and executes them in some way. In this section we will attempt to draw a parallel between the structure and behaviour of the application level and that of the metalevel.
Metaobjects
The information declared in a DefClass statement could itself be represented as on object with slots; compare Figure There is a slot for the class name, one for its direct superclasses, and so on. The class can be viewed as a metaobject. It is not a conventional object, such as might exist at the application level. Rather, it is a higher-level object that is processed at the metalevel.
Metaclasses
If the class is itself an object in the meta-level then, to be consistent with the object-oriented approach, there must be a meta-class to which it belongs. There is, and it is called Standard-class. We might imagine this class being de ned in the usual way with a DefClass statement and slots like those shown in Figure 10 .
Specializing the Metaobject Protocol
The metaobject protocol is the name given to the \executive" aspects of CLOS , that is, how classes and their behaviour are handled, how methods are invoked, and so on.
In 16] a version of CLOS called Closette is discussed. This implementation includes an explicit metaobject protocol whereby the structure and behaviour of the metalevel is named and described. In Chapter 3, the authors discuss a number of language extensions that may be achieved through variations of the default metaobject protocol. These extensions are:
De ning specialised metaobject classes, for example, a Counted-class that records how many instances of a class of that type have been created. Altering the standard class precedence list (for multiple inheritance). Allowing slots to have their own attributes (or sub-slots) and controlling their inheritance.
Monitoring and logging access to slots. Dynamic slot binding for sparse objects. Each of these extensions is accomplished, not by extending Common Lisp, but by varying the structure and behaviour at the metalevel. By \tapping" into these variations, users are provided with features that, otherwise, would require explicit extensions to the language itself.
If the metaclass Standard-class is truly a class then, following the objectoriented approach, we should be able to specialise this class, which we do in the following example from 16]. Whenever we create an object of a class associated with Counted-class, the counter slot will be updated. We may then de ne a class based upon this specialised class metaobject: By means of the :metaclass clause, we indicate that OutPatient is not any kind of class, but a special one with an additional attribute in which the cardinality of the class is maintained.
The MOP can also be used to describe operations and interactions among instances of its meta-object classes in a way that allow extensions or modi cations of the CLOS implementation. The MOP provides the means of mapping the Lisp dialects Flavors and Loops into CLOS by allowing changes to the default procedure for computing the class precedence list in situations involving multiple inheritance.
The designers tried to balance the requirements of allowing the meta-level to be viewed and modi ed against the need to protect it from damage by requiring 16]:
(i) \that a class's class precedence list be a xed property of the class"; (ii) \that it include all of the class's superclasses"; and (iii) \that these superclasses include the classes standard-object and t. Thus the user may \adjust the inheritance behavior over a wide range" and yet \guarantee" other aspects of inheritance. Another example is the PCLOS system 23] which added database persistence to CLOS objects by subtyping meta-object classes and selectively shadowing methods that operate on their instances. These implementation changes come into e ect without requiring any modi cations to the existing system code of CLOS .
Summary
In this paper, we have examined three re ective systems. We believe that they may be viewed as representatives of two distinct re ective styles:
There is task re ection whereby the system monitors its problem-solving behaviour and competence with a view to altering its approach to the solution of a given problem. This is the usual meaning of re ection, There is programming re ection whereby the system is able to understand its own construction. It has knowledge of its structures, and more than that, its processing of these structures. Many systems are developed for each re ective paradigm. REFLECT is a good example of a tentative framework for the conceptualization of re ective knowledge in a way that is coherent with the KADS 31] methodology. KADS o ers a framework for building knowledge-level models for knowledge base applications. CLOS 15, 28 ] is a good example of programming re ection in that it extends the Lisp language to provide control at the metalevel (e.g. modi ability of inheritance as well as methods). CLOS achieves its exibility (or extensibility) in the following way:
(i) It makes its own structure and behaviour, ie its meta-object protocol, visible.
(ii) It exhibits that internal form using CLOS 's own constructs.
(iii) It allows the specialisation of that structure and behaviour to suit individual user needs. Other examples include the use of programming re ection in building generic tools for manipulating strongly typed data in persistent programming environments 18, 29] .
As may be seen, CLOS is a programming system whereas KADS is a design or model. Therefore it might be thought that re ection in CLOS would be more runtime oriented, however quite the opposite occurs. The re ection in KADS causes the addition to the design, and hence to any system developed that way, and the re ective component is geared towards helping such a system to consider its adequacy with regard to any problem it is required to solve. Conversely, re ection in CLOS allows the addition and/or modi cation of the computational model that the basic language supports.
In the following, we will introduce aspects of a generic object model that supports cooperative activities among pre-existing database systems and in which we have incorporated aspects of both KADS and CLOS . Features that appealed to us are as follows: KADS has a clear task-and goal-orientation. For an information system to act in an intelligent way surely requires that it has some explicit representation of its aims, its plans to achieve such goals, and how and when these plans should be put into e ect. CLOS provides a model of a programming system that is extendible and malleable. It achieves its ends by revealing its internal processes and structures in a way that allows them to re ned, modi ed or overridden.
Cooperation through re ection
The use of re ection is particularly bene cial to multi-database systems or cooperating systems. Cooperative tasks, carried out in an ad-hoc manner up to now, can be performed using re ective data modelling facilities. Such re ective tasks may include transaction scheduling, object communication and method dispatching to remote objects, object synthesis and composition, object migration (especially bene cial for mobile computing purposes 32]), distributed object implementation policies, etc. If we characterize cooperating systems as ones that share a communication network and work towards common goals, then, for two or more information systems to cooperate, some form of re ection is necessary. This form of re ection synthesizes task and programming re ection into a single framework, and we call it operational re ection. Operational re ection not only includes the re ective features discussed as part of task and programming re ection but also allows a system to step back from the execution of its procedures so that it has a clearer, more declarative, idea of its own processes. We extend these ideas to take into account the problems of multi-database systems where there is a need for knowledge of physical aspects such as location and concurrency, as well as more conceptual aspects such as behaviour and goals.
To enable some form of cooperation between remote sites in a multi-database system, we extend their functionality by introducing a layer of metalevel software that surrounds each local database system. This metalevel software knows about each site's capabilities and functionality and consists of:
A complete metadata description, in terms of system competence.
Metaobjects that provide basic cooperative processing facilities. These metaobjects are designed to capture domain and operational knowledge, and to describe, at least in part, remote systems and to monitor task-oriented activities. The term meta object is used only to indicate the relation of such an object to the object it describes. A metaobject is just another object, with structure and behaviour. However, it too has access to descriptions of itself.
In this way, we can turn interconnected conventional database systems into a set of cooperating knowledge-based systems. Operational re ection not only allows descriptions of the capabilities of existing information systems and their interrelationships but also facilitates the speci cation and implementation of a newly composed system, by drawing upon the functionality of these already existing systems.
In the following section, we introduce aspects of a re ective model for cooperative systems. The R-OK (Re ective Object Knowledge) model employs a group of four special kinds of meta-objects to describe, synthesize and monitor the state and activities of objects originating from discrete database systems.
Cooperative aspects of the R-OK model
To facilitate cooperation between pre-existing information systems, R-OK provides a group of four special kinds of objects, ones that may be used to describe and monitor objects within those systems. These re ective objects provide access to metalevel aspects of information systems that are often hidden. These aspects are materialized in the following metaobjects:
The state metaobject This kind of object knows the structure of any associated object, whether that object be a domain or a metalevel object. The can metaobject This kind of object knows about the behaviour of any associated object { it knows what an object can do. The loc metaobject This kind of object knows how to locate attributes and execute the methods of an object. The act metaobject This object knows about the activity in which some group of objects is involved.
Through these meta-objects, R-OK provides access to the core functionality of a cooperative information system, and to the behaviour of that core. By means of these metaobjects, one can gain access, and may tune, activities found in any modern distributed environment, such as instantiation of distributed objects and distributed method despatching.
To provide straightforward explanatory examples, we will examine a database that is used by a diagnostic department within a hospital. The system consists of a set of Patient objects. The current state of a typical patient object, Jim, is shown in Figure 12 . For each object such as Jim, we have the metalevel objects of the kinds discussed in the following subsections.
4.1. The state metaobjects These are objects that know the structure of any associated object, whether that object be a domain or a metalevel object. According to Figure 13 , the state metaobject is an object with two attributes: (1) State which is a record type or scheme, and (2) Context which allows a name to be given to the record type. Thus, state(Jim) is an object that knows about the structure or state of Jim, that is, its attributes and their types. The state metaobject shown in Figure 13 is one that is probably, but not necessarily, shared by several domain objects. In using the term \sharing", we mean that there may be a one-to-many relationship between a given state metaobject and the domain objects that it describes. It is the very existence of a state object with a context called Patient that allows us to refer to Patient objects. In doing so, we are making use of a shareable metaobject. The methods associated with a state object will allow the addition, modi cation, and removal of the attributes described in the State component of the metaobject.
The can metaobjects
These objects know about the behaviour of any associated object { they know what it can do. From Figure 14 , we see that the can metaobject also has two attributes. It has an attribute CanDo which pairs method names with their speci cations. The attribute Context allows a name to be given to this particular set of pairings. There are three methods in this example, MakeBooking, AddTreatment and MoveWard. The speci cation of the AddTreatment operation is presented in terms of four components:
requires which contains the argument(s) that will be supplied. In this case, there is one argument, drug which must be a character string.
reply which says what kind of information, if any, will be returned. In this case, there is none. pre which is a precondition for the method. In this case, the drug must not be one to which the patient is allergic. post which describes the e ect of the operation upon the object. In this case, the drug is added to the treatment set out for the patient. The convention used is that attributes with a subscript, eg Drugs 0 , represent the value of the attribute before the operation. Unsubscripted attributes refer to the value after the operation is nished. Figure 14 : The can metaobject for an in-patient can(Jim) is an object that knows about Jim's possible behaviour, that is, what messages it might be sent and the structure or pattern associated with each. In general, a can object is goal-or ends-oriented. It describes the e ect that each of the methods should have on the object concerned but not how this e ect is achieved. Like all four of these metaobjects, the can metaobject is one that may be shared by several domain objects. In this case they would be objects that exhibit the same behaviour. The methods associated with a can object will allow (1) the addition of new behaviour to the corresponding domain objects, and (2) the re nement of existing behaviour through the alteration of either pre-or post-conditions.
The act metaobjects
These objects know about the current activity surrounding other objects. act(Jim) is an object that knows about Jim's current activity, that is, messages it is still processing, and messages it has despatched and for which it is awaiting a response. It is possible for two or more objects to share the same act metaobject. The act metaobject is task-oriented. Its job is to supervise the activity of the one or more objects within its domain. These objects may or may not be of the same kind, that is, ones with the same structure and behaviour. In the example given, they are, but more generally, an act metaobject may supervise a heterogeneous set of objects that are collectively attempting to perform some task. For example, in a building control system, we might have objects representing the lighting level and objects representing the air-conditioning level being monitored by the same act metaobject. In general, for an object X to have an act(X) means that X delegates responsibility for (1) the validation of a message, (2) the timing of its execution, and (3) possibly the timing of any reply to that message. For this reason, the act object will need to be aware of the timing of events such as the receipt and despatch of messages. We have omitted such discussion from this paper.
The loc metaobjects
These objects know where to go to locate attributes and/or methods. They answer the question: Do you really want to know how its done or where to nd it? They allow the particular state of an object, at any time, to be materialised; and they allow its methods to be executed. A loc metaobject contains two attributes. Lookup is a function that maps from a name to an object, one that may possibly reside at some remote site. In Figure 16 , each patient attribute is paired with an object that will handle requests to retrieve or update the associated attribute.
The Do attribute maps from a name to a procedure { one that should correctly implement the corresponding method speci cation in the can(Jim) object. It might be thought that the distinction between attributes and methods has been carried into this object { and so, perhaps, it should be split in two. However, for some objects, there might be methods that are handled through remote procedure calls { in which case, they would appear in Lookup. Conversely, there might be attributes that are derived procedurally, in which case, they would appear in the Do function. When an interpreter, acting as one of the methods of a loc object, encounters an unrecognized symbol, it looks up the symbol table provided, ie the LookUp attribute, for assistance. If the symbol appears on the right-hand side of an assignment statement then a get message is sent to the associated surrogate or lookup object. If the symbol appears on the left-hand side, then a set message is sent. Obviously the interpreter executes the get(s) before the set. In its simplest form, loc(Jim) is an object that knows how to synthesize the attributes and how to locate the methods. An attribute is materialised by sending an appropriate message to some predetermined surrogate object and waiting for a response.
Suppose that there is a relational database that is \substantiating" the Patient objects. The set-valued Allergies attribute is stored as a two-column table Allergies Figure 17 : Locating and retrieving allergies (PatientId, Allergy). According to the loc(Patient) object, the Allergies attribute is mapped, through the Lookup function, to a surrogate object surAllergies. This object, indicated as a shaded circle in Figure 17 , is the object that will deal with any requests to access the patient's allergies. If it has been charged with retrieving patient Jim's allergies, then it will select these from the Allergies table using SQL, gathering them individually using a cursor; then it will marshall the results and pass them back, as a set, to the loc(Patient) object.
5. Further behind the scenes 5.1. Self-explanation If we adopt the principle that every object, whether from the domain level or the metalevel, should be explainable through the four metaobjects just described, then we should be able to have such objects as state(state(Jim)), state(can(Jim)), loc(loc(Jim)) and so on. See Figure 19 . In doing so, we test the utility of the model because the general worth of these meta-objects will be determined by how usefully they may be combined:
How well do the combinations cover the range of activities and data required by metalevel processing? Is there processing that is not described, ie, is the model complete? Are there combinations that are nonsensical? Alternatively, can two di erent metaobjects perform the same function, ie, is the model consistent? More than that we must also consider how to stop there being an in nite number of metaobjects.
The state and can metaobjects describe the structure and behaviour of Jim, where Jim is considered as a semantic object, that is, one that corresponds to an object in the application domain. However, this conceptual object may be composed by synthesizing other pre-existing objects. The loc and act objects describe the structure and behaviour of the implementation of Jim, where Jim is now considered as an implementation object.
We have used the metaobject mappings to investigate the domain objects. According to Figure 18 , there are four metaobjects associated directly with Jim. But metaobjects may also have their metaobjects. There are sixteen possible metaobjects at the next level. Figure 19 shows four of them. See 9] for a more detailed discussion. In this section, we examine two aspects and relate them to cooperation. 
Instantiation and Materialisation
The four objects represent a gateway from any object into the metalevel. Each of them represents a di erent act of re ection. What is required to make an object? In a typical object-oriented language, we could make a declaration like the following:
This not only declares the structure and behaviour of the object p, it implicitly declares how and where the object is to be constructed and located. In a C++ program, for example, a suitable chunk of memory is allocated from the heap and initialized appropriately. In R-OK, we may make a declaration like the one above, but in doing so, we are declaring the particular metaobjects to be used, each of which plays a role. Through this declaration, we are saying that:
The object has attributes of the kind speci ed in the state object with
Its behaviour by referencing a can object with context "Patient". Its attributes may be located, and its methods executed, in the way found in the loc object with context "Patient". It is to be monitored by an act object with the context "Patient". These latter two aspects of a declaration di erentiate R-OK from more conventional systems. They are essential for wrapping pre-existing application systems. We must able to state how the objects are implemented, and to say how these objects are monitored.
Alternatively, we may re ne that declaration. Suppose we have another patient database that we want to merge with the existing one. We provide a suitable loc metaobject which maps to this new database, one with a context NewSource say. We may declare a patient object as follows: The object will share all the features of Patient objects except that it is located somewhere else.
Message Processing
Message processing is closely related to the activities of the act objects. Their behaviour is speci ed in the can(act) object shown in Figure 20 . This object describes the behaviour of the act object which receives messages, validates them and, at a time of its own choosing, despatches them. A message consists of the following basic components, examples of which may be found in Figure 15 :
From: identi es the source of the message. For: identi es the destination or target object. Action: is the action to be taken in regard to the previous object. With: contains any arguments or information supplied. The steps in passing a message M from object A to object B are as follows:
The interpreter, which is a method of loc(A), encounters a request to send a message M to object B. It will nd such a request within the body of some procedure associated with A, and will send a message to act(B) asking it to deal with M.
act(B) receives this message, stores it, and eventually despatches it to loc(B). loc(B) receives this message, locates the corresponding procedure and commences executing that code. Alternatively, it may nd somewhere to forward the message. As the interpreter works through the code, it uses the Lookup attribute of loc(B) to to determine how to handle unknown symbols that it encounters. Typically, these will be attribute names, and there will be a surrogate object associated with that attribute.
loc(B) sends messages to these surrogates, asking them to get or set the value of the corresponding attribute. Once loc(B) has nished, it will return any reply to message M to act(B) which will, in turn, pass it back to loc(A The message comes from loc(Prog) because it is there that the program code is interpreted. The target object is act(Jim) because that object receives messages on behalf of Jim. The action is receive, and the argument is the whole of the original message. An act object may take the following actions (see Figure 20 ):
Receive: it may receive a message msg. This will be one that wraps some other message in the way shown in the above example, ie the component msg.With will itself be another message. The precondition is that the action speci ed in that inner message, msg.With.Action, is one that is named in the CanDo attribute of the can object of the object for which the message was originally targeted, msg.With.For. The CanDo attribute is a relationship, in the form of a set of pairs. The set expression involved in the precondition is of the form:
This lets x range over the set Set and forms a set based on the value of the expression Exp. In this case we have fm: can(msg.With.For).CanDo m.Nameg which forms a set consisting of the names of message actions that the target object will handle. The postcondition is:
This requires that the original message be turned into a singleton sequence, <msg.With>, and added (^) to the end of the input queue, In 0 . Despatch: it may despatch a message, but only if there is one in the input queue. The precondition checks the size of the input queue using the set cardinality operator. #In represents the size of the queue. The message is sent to the loc metaobject of the object to which the message was originally sent. The action is to "do" the procedure associated with the message at the head of the input queue. The new input queue is formed from the tail of the existing queue. Of course, the activity surrounding a given object could be dramatically a ected by altering either of these methods, as just speci ed. We could change the Receive method so that it always placed certain messages at the head of the queue. For example, if there was a message Emergency that was to be expedited, we could alter the postconditions of Receive to be: msg.With.Action = "Emergency" => In = <msg.With>^In 0
In this way, we require that such a message be placed at the front of the queue. Alternatively, we could require that messages from certain objects always be placed at the head of the queue. We could alter the Despatch method so that it never despatched a message for an object if there was already one pending for that object. We could specify this by adding an additional constraint in the postconditions for that method: The object involved in the despatched message does not appear in Pending 0 which is the before version of the set of messages currently being processed.
Re ective cooperative processing activities
The R-OK model, through its metaobject mappings, provides access to the core of an information system, and to the behaviour of that core. This kernel includes such basic activities as (1) the instantiation of an object, and (2) the assignment of a new value to some attribute of an existing object. Through this model, we have access to these activities because they are embodied by the metaobjects and so we are able to modify the expected behaviour. In this section, we will investigate two examples of how cooperation may be achieved through the re ective adjustment of the default behaviour.
Cooperative Instantiation
Nuclear Medicine is one of a family of related diagnostic services known as medical imaging that are available at most medium to large hospitals. It is an aid that is concerned with physiology, that is, the functioning of organs and bones. Other diagnostic aids, such as cat scans, ultrasound and X-rays are concerned with anatomy, that is, the shape or structure of the organs and bones. The most common types of diagnosis performed by a nuclear medicine department within a hospital are liver, bone, lung, cardiac and renal (kidney) scans.
Booking a scan: Typically, a general practitioner will refer a patient for a scan.
That person will contact the department directly to arrange an appointment time.
The receptionist will ask the person for information such as the type of scan, the patient's name, address, phone number, sex, date of birth, any drugs used or allergies, and the referring doctor.
Pre-injection: At this stage it is important that the technologist responsible for taking the scan have access to certain aspects of the patient's medical record or history. These will include whether or not the patient is pregnant, whether they are on medication, what allergies they may have, any related scans that they might have undergone, either within this department, or within others, such as X-rays or CAT scans.
Post-scan: It is quite common for a scan to raise further questions, ones that were not anticipated. For example, does the patient only have one kidney because of a car accident or because they were born with only one? Or, what is the norm for a person of this age and sex? This latter question may be answered by accessing a number of \Teaching Files" which have been built up by the hospital over a number of years. Suppose patient 117895 is scheduled to have a lung scan on 27-Oct-1995 at 11:30am, and the Nuclear Medicine Department would like to have, by that time, as much relevant information as the hospital can supply. This might include details of previous admissions, recent chest X-rays, and so on. We may imagine that a message of the form:
Help id is 117895, scan is lung, on is 27-Oct-1995, at is 11:30:00] is to be sent out. The message supplies the patient's Id, the type of scan he or she is to have, and when the scan is to take place. The overall intention is to broadcast the message as quickly and as widely as possible across the various database sites within the hospital. In general, whenever a booking is made, a request for cooperation is issued. E ectively, this involves the transmission of a message of the form: The request for assistance and information is, essentially, a request to copy information from one site to another; see Figure 21 . To e ect this copying, we de ne a Booking object of the form shown in Figure 22 .
The attributes of this object fall into two groups. The rst group contains four attributes that are supplied directly from the booking process itself. The other group contains three pairs of attributes which arise as follows. Suppose that there are three remote databases that have the potential to help the department: (1) the Patient History Database will have information on the date on which the patient was rst admitted to the hospital, and the department involved. (2) the X-ray Database might contain images of that patient, ones related to the type of scan the patient is to undergo; we would like the most recent of these, if any. (3) The CAT Database might also have relevant images. Each of these databases gives rise to two attributes. In the following discussion, we will only consider information on patient admissions. The attribute AdmitHelp is linked to the Patient History Database and will contain any information the database can supply. This information will be copied across to the Admi tInfo attribute which will be linked to the Nuclear Medicine Database. The instantiation of a booking object is, by itself, enough to trigger o requests for information.
The instantiation process is described by a create procedure that is stored in the loc(Booking) object that is shown in Figure 23 . As discussed in subsection 4.4., when the interpreter encounters an unrecognized symbol, it uses the LookUp attribute as a symbol table. If the symbol appears on the right-hand side of an assignment statement then a get message is sent to the associated surrogate object. If the symbol appears on the left-hand side, then a set message is sent. Whilst executing the create procedure, the interpreter must not be blocked by any of the last three assignment statements. It must somehow pass to the next assignment as soon as it has red o processing on the previous one. The k sign indicates this.
Thus the three-part statement:
AdmitInfo:=AdmitHelp k XrayInfo:= XrayHelp k CatInfo:=CatHelp triggers three parallel processes. These are monitored by (the interpreter, acting as a method of) the loc(Booking) object. From Figure 24 , we see that the cry for help, in the form of a request to instantiate a Booking object, is received by act(Booking). This is passed on to loc(Booking) as a "do Create" request. The create procedure is executed, causing get messages to be sent to each of the three Lookup objects, shown as shaded circles.
These objects have knowledge of the physical siting of the three databases and will send remote procedure calls which are received by act objects de ned at each of the sites. Each of these will then activate the corresponding loc objects which will perform the necessary retrieval(s).
Triggers
The second example of cooperation through re ection is one where the raising of the value of an attribute above a given threshold triggers an emergency action in some related object.
Suppose Figure 24 : Cooperation through instantiation which may or may not alter the value of this attribute, and it is di cult to tell, merely from the invocation of a patient method, that the temperature attribute is going to be changed. A more direct approach is to monitor activity involving the surrogate object associated with the Temp attribute. In the Lookup attribute of loc(Patient) there will be a pairing, say (Temp, surTemp), which redirects any actions involving Temp to the object surTemp. Such actions will typically involve gets and sets, as previously explained. We can monitor this activity by constructing an act(surTemp) object which will receive every action relating to patient temperature and which, in particular, can preview all set actions, testing the new value to see if it is above the threshold. If it is, then th e act(surTemp) object can send a message to an Alarm object which is awaiting such noti cation. (An alternative is for act(surTemp) to notify Alarm every time the temperature changes and for Alarm to decide whether the threshold has been reached.)
The situation is a little more complex because we do not want Alarm to wait until it receives a signal before it invokes some Emergency action. Rather, we want a situation where the Emergency procedure is as advanced as it can be without taking precipitate and unwarranted action. We accomplish this in the following way:
We introduce, into the loc(Alarm) object, the same (Temp, surTemp) pairing that was found in loc(Patient 
Formalisation
In this section, we will formalise the re ective aspects of the model using the Z notation 13, 27].
Objects and Values
We will begin with the following base types:
Type Interpretation
Name] The set of all possible names. Object] The set of all possible objects. Z ]
The set of all integers : : : ; ?1; 0; 1;: : :
The set Object may be thought of as the set of all possible object identi ers. The speci c values of the attributes of an object are provided by a record, and a record is a mapping from names (attribute labels) to values.
We declare that a record type is a mapping from a name to an R-OK type:
RecType == Name -+ -> rokType where rokType is a variant type that incorporates all simple and constructed type names.
The idea of what constitutes a \value" will need to be broad enough to cover all the constructs that may be passed along with a message and/or represented within the system. Thus it will need to encompass simple atomic values, records, record types, sets, messages, rules, signatures, predicates and segments of program code. To make a system as open, exible and extensible as possible, we need to be able to re ne, alter and extend every feature of that system. However, Z is a typed speci cation language, and we cannot construct a set that contains all these di erent kinds of values. What we must do is to de ne a set that somehow brings all these values under the one \umbrella". We do this as follows: Further, the following sets are disjoint: ran intValue; ran boolValue; ran recordValue; ran rectypeValue; ran oidValue; : : : The range of any of the injections formed from the above free type de nition constitute the value space that corresponds to the component in question. For example ran intValue is the set of values obtained from integers, and ran recordValue is the set of record values. However knowledge that a value is an \integer", eg ival 2 ran intValue does not mean that we can add to it, eg 2 + ival. We must rst convert it back to a true integer, which we can do by using the inverse of the intValue injection. Thus we may write 2 + intValue ?1 (ival).
We will provide a mapping from any object to its value: value : Object -+ -> Value In particular, an object will always have a \record" value.
8oid : dom value value(oid) 2 ran recordValue Because of the way in which the value space is constructed, extracting the value of the attribute of an object can be quite wordy. For example, suppose we have an object X and we want to access the value of an attribute att of that object, then we need to write the following expression:
(recordValue ?1 (value(X )) att) Instead, we will use the notation X att to simplify such unwieldy expressions.
In the rest of this section, we will consider each of the metaobjects in turn, rst formalizing the metaobject and then looking at what it contributes to the concept of inheritance within this model. Inheritance is considered to be a kind of incremental modi cation of one kind of space (structural, behavioural, and so on) to form another.
States
The shift from an object to its state metaobject is a mapping from one object to another:
state : Object -+ -> Object The domain of this function dom state is the current set of objects. Each object in the range of this function has values with the following structure: State Context : Name State : RecType
The record has two attributes: a Context which is a name that allows this object to be grouped with other objects that share the same state, and State which is a record type. The context corresponds to a class name.
For a given object X the associated record type will be written state(X ) State , representing the State attribute of the state(X) metaobject. The context of X may be written state(X ) Context . All the objects that share a given context may be de ned as, for example:
InPatients == fx : Object j state(x) Context = \InPatient"g This de nes InPatients to be the set of objects within the \InPatient" context. We would require that all objects within a given context have the same structure: 8x; y : Object state(x) Context = state(y) Context )
state(x) State = state(y) State We will now consider what it means for one object to be structurally \equal" to another. There are several gradations of this form of equality: (1) A very weak form of structural equality is for two objects to share some (structural) characteristics with one another. We will write such equality as seq 1 . In class-oriented terminology, object X is an instance of a class that inherits from the class of object Y. The structure of X is an extension of that of Y. 
Location
In this section, we will consider the location of both attributes and methods. There are two aspects to location: (i) There is materialisation. For an attribute, this typically means constructing or reading its value. For a method, it means nding the code. (ii) There is assignment. For an attribute, this means setting or altering its value.
For a method, this would mean replacing the code by some other. Until this has been achieved, we cannot even begin to create domain objects, nor to execute any methods against them.
We need to specify the manner in which a (virtual) object is to be materialised. We need to create and ll an appropriate loc metaobject which consists of attributes:
Loc Context : Name Lookup : Name -+ -> Object Do : Name -+ -> Procedure InProcess : Set of ProcessStatus dom Lookup \ dom Do = f g fp : InProcess p:nameg dom Do A symbol is either something that may be looked up or it represents a procedure, but not both. Only procedures may be \in process".
The objects in the range of lookup will be sent a message to get or set the value associated with the attributes in the domain of lookup. These messages will be sent when the corresponding attribute or method is to be located. The procedures in the range of do will be sequences of instructions to be executed by the corresponding act metaobject. The domains of these two functions will be disjoint. However, it may be that there are attributes that are located procedurally, and methods that are \looked up". We may now represent the shift from an object to its loc metaobject as a mapping:
loc : Object -+ -> Object
The values associated with each object in the range of this function will be, in the simplest model, Loc records as described above. This is certainly a cumbersome mechanism for accessing, say, an attribute of an object, compared with the conventional manner in which a pointer and o set are used. However, if objects are to have mobility, for example, then such indirection is essential.
Action
The act metaobject controls the receipt of messages sent to any objects within its domain. It will then locate and execute the method associated with any message. The values associated with each such metaobject will be a record of the following kind: Act Context : Name In : seq Message Pending : Set of Message
The In attribute is a sequence of messages (presumably so that messages may be processed in a rst-come rst-served manner).
A message sent to Jim is diverted to act(Jim) where it is placed on an input queue In. Once the message reaches the front of that queue, the appropriate location object is sent a message requesting the method to be invoked. Its transmission is recorded in a set Pending of messages for which results and/or con rmation are expected. We would expect that a specialisation of this (class of) object would be used to keep a history of object activity.
The shift from an object to its act metaobject is a mapping:
act : Object -+ -> Object
The concept of equality between two objects X and Y, in relation to their act metaobjects, is open to several interpretations:
It may be that X and Y are identical in terms of how messages to and from them are processed. Yet this processing is handled by di erent objects, ie act(X) 6 =act(Y).
It may be that X and Y share the same act metaobject. This object must handle activity concerning both these objects, and possibly others. Of course, X and Y may or may not be of the same kind, either structurally or behaviourally. Several objects, of the same or di erent kinds, may have their processing organised by the same metaobject. This is especially useful as a way of controlling objects that are working together to accomplish some task that has been set for them. In this case, the act metaobject acts like the object groups of 14, 22] . It also provides access to task oriented information of the kind involved in the control layers of the KADS model of expertise.
Summary
In this paper, we have described a number of approaches to the development of more intelligent and more adaptable software by means of re ection. We surveyed two major re ective styles:
Task re ection whereby the system monitors its problem-solving behaviour and competence with a view to altering its approach to the solution of a given problem.
Programming re ection whereby the system is able to understand its own construction. It has knowledge of its structures, and more than that, its processing of these structures.
We then introduced operational re ection, based on the integration of these styles.
Operational re ection not only includes the re ective features discussed as part of task and programming re ection but also allows a system to step back from the execution of its procedures so that it has a clearer, more declarative, idea of its own processes. This form of re ection is applied to cooperative environments and enables local database systems to be surrounded by a layer of metalevel software. This is used to capture domain and operational knowledge, and to describe, at least in part, remote systems and to monitor task-oriented activities. Thus we can turn a set of discrete database systems into a cooperative environment.
Operational re ection o ers a exible framework for providing structured descriptions and coordinated execution of several re ective distributed computing tasks such as object communication and method dispatching to remote objects, object synthesis and composition, object translation facilities and distributed object implementation policies.
